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Bad Moms
Directed by Jon Lucas Directed by Scott Moore Starring Mila Kunis and Kristen Bell and Kathryn Hahn
Released in 2016 by Universal Home Video
DVD-Video, English, 101 minutes.
ISBN: 0025192360572 UPC: 025192360572

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Amy Mitchell (MILA KUNIS, Black Swan) puts her family first, second, and third. But her man-child husband, high-maintenance kids and idiot
boss are taking a toll. She gives and gives, and gives and gives, and then gives a little more, but it's never enough. When the alpha moms
(CHRISTINA APPLEGATE, Anchorman; ANNIE MUMOLO, Bridesmaids and JADA PINKETT SMITH, Magic Mike XXL) at her kids'
school push her too far, Amy finally snaps. Good Amy becomes Bad Amy really fast -- and she doesn't go alone. Teaming up with two other misfit
moms (KATHRYN HAHN, Transparent; KRISTEN BELL, Forgetting Sarah Marshall), Amy gets a jolt of freedom that shakes up her life and
might even make her a better mom. So call a sitter, put on your comfy pants, and pour yourself a double Chardonnay, because these moms are
about to get bad.

Bfg
Not Available Buena Vista Home Entertainment Not Available Steven Spielberg Not Available Melissa Mathison
Not Available Frank Marshall Not Available Sam Mercer
Released in 2016 by Buena Vista Home Entertainment
DVD-Video, English, 120 minutes.
ISBN: 0786936849059 UPC: 786936849059
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Find this DVD in our catalog.

Originally released as a motion picture in 2016.

Pete's Dragon
Not Available Buena Vista Home Entertainment Not Available David Lowery Not Available Toby Halbrooks Not
Available Jim Whitaker Not Available Bryce Dallas Howard
Released in 2016 by Buena Vista Home Entertainment
DVD-Video, English, 103 minutes.
ISBN: 0786936851281 UPC: 786936851281

Find this DVD in our catalog.

For years, old wood carver Mr. Meacham (Robert Redford) has delighted local children with his tales of the fierce dragon that resides deep in the
woods of the Pacific Northwest. To his daughter, Grace (Bryce Dallas Howard), who works as a forest ranger, these stories are little more than
tall tales... until she meets Pete (Oakes Fegley). Pete is a mysterious 10-year-old with no family and no home who claims to live in the woods with
a giant, green dragon named Elliot. And from Pete's descriptions, Elliot seems remarkably similar to the dragon from Mr. Meacham's stories.
With the help of Natalie (Oona Laurence), an 11-year-old girl whose father Jack (Wes Bentley) owns the local lumber mill, Grace sets out to
determine where Pete came from, where he belongs, and the truth about this dragon.

Brokenwood Mysteries: Series 1
Released in 2015 by Rlj Ent/Sphe
DVD-Video, English, 376 minutes.
ISBN: 0054961237692 UPC: 054961237692

Find this DVD in our catalog.
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Detective Senior Sergeant Mike Shepherd (Neill Rea, Go Girls) arrives on assignment in Brokenwood, a small town where memories--and
animosities--run deep. He's an experienced cop with a 1971 "classic" car, a collection of country music cassettes, and an indeterminate number of
ex-wives. The new woman in his life is his assistant, Detective Kristin Sims (Fern Sutherland, The Almighty Johnsons), a by-the-book investigator
nearly 20 years younger than her boss's car, who quickly has to get used to his lone-wolf ways. As Shepherd adapts to the slower pace of life away
from the city, he soon discovers that Brokenwood is a place of secrets and suspicions. Everyone and everything is connected, and the serenity of
the countryside can easily be shattered by violence and death. Filmed amid the beautiful landscape of New Zealand's North Island, these four
feature-length mysteries show that murder can haunt even the most idyllic locations.

X-Men: Apocalypse
Directed by Bryan Singer Starring James McAvoy and Michael Fassbender and Nicholas Hoult and Jennifer
Lawrence
Released in 2016 by Twentieth Century-Fox
DVD-Video, English, 144 minutes.
ISBN: 0024543226468 UPC: 024543226468

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Following the critically acclaimed global smash hit X-Men: Days of Future Past, director Bryan Singer returns with X-MEN: APOCALYPSE.
Since the dawn of civilization, he was worshipped as a god. Apocalypse, the first and most powerful mutant from Marvel's X-Men universe,
amassed the powers of many other mutants, becoming immortal and invincible. Upon awakening after thousands of years, he is disillusioned with
the world as he finds it and recruits a team of powerful mutants, including a disheartened Magneto (Michael Fassbender), to cleanse mankind
and create a new world order, over which he will reign. As the fate of the Earth hangs in the balance, Raven (Jennifer Lawrence) with the help of
Professor X (James McAvoy) must lead a team of young X-Men to stop their greatest nemesis and save mankind from complete destruction.

Hologram for the King
Directed by Tom Tykwer Starring Tom Hanks and Sarita Choudhury and Ben Whishaw
Released in 2016 by Lions Gate Home Entertainment
DVD-Video, English, 94 minutes.
ISBN: 0031398247647 UPC: 031398247647

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Based on the award-winning novel, Alan Clay journeys halfway around the world, far from his American roots, to a rising Saudi Arabian city.
While struggling to hold together his family and navigating an unknown world, Alan unexpectedly finds love in a beautiful doctor. This moving
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tale is a portrait of the transcendent power of love.

Disappointments Room
Directed by D J Carrso Starring Kate Beckinsale and Lucas Till and Gerald McRaney and Michaela Conlin
Released in 2016 by Twentieth Century-Fox
DVD-Video, English, 86 minutes.
ISBN: 0024543074663 UPC: 024543074663

Find this DVD in our catalog.

A mother and her young son release unimaginable horrors from the attic of their rural dream home.

Free State of Jones
Directed by Gary Ross Starring Matthew McConaughey and Keri Russell and Gugu Mbatha-Raw and Mahershala
Ali
Released in 2016 by Universal Home Video
DVD-Video, English, 139 minutes.
ISBN: 0025192347276 UPC: 025192347276

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Banding together with other small farmers and with the assistance of local slaves, defiant Southern farmer Newt Knight launched an uprising
that led Jones County, Mississippi to secede from the Confederacy, creating a Free State of Jones. His marriage to a former slave, Rachel, and his
subsequent establishment of a mixed race community was unique in the post-war South. Knight continued his struggle into Reconstruction,
distinguishing him as a compelling, if controversial, figure of defiance long beyond the War.

Alice Through the Looking Glass
Directed by James Bobin Starring Johnny Depp and Anne Hathaway and Mia Wasikowska and Helena Bonham
Carter
Released in 2016 by Buena Vista Home Entertainment
DVD-Video, English, .
ISBN: 0786936850901 UPC: 786936850901
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Find this DVD in our catalog.

In Disney's "Alice Through the Looking Glass," an all-new spectacular adventure featuring the unforgettable characters from Lewis Carroll's
beloved stories, Alice returns to the whimsical world of Underland and travels back in time to save the Mad Hatter.

Call the Midwife: Season 5
Released in 2016 by Warner Home Video
DVD-Video, English, .
ISBN: 0883929532841 UPC: 883929532841

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Agatha Raisin: Series 1
Released in 2016 by Rlj Ent/Sphe
DVD-Video, English, 462 minutes.
ISBN: 0054961238897 UPC: 054961238897

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Magnificent Seven
Directed by Antoine Fuqua Starring Vincent D'Onofrio and Chris Pratt and Denzel Washington and Peter
Sarsgaard
Released in 2016 by Sony Pictures Home Ent
DVD-Video, English, 132 minutes.
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ISBN: 0043396480230 UPC: 043396480230

Find this DVD in our catalog.

With the town of Rose Creek under the deadly control of industrialist Bartholomew Bogue (Peter Sarsgaard), the desperate townspeople employ
protection from seven outlaws, bounty hunters, gamblers and hired guns - Sam Chisolm (Denzel Washington), Josh Farraday (Chris Pratt),
Goodnight Robicheaux (Ethan Hawke), Jack Horne (Vincent D'Onofrio), Billy Rocks (Byung-Hun Lee), Vasquez (Manuel Garcia-Rulfo), and
Red Harvest (Martin Sensmeier). As they prepare the town for the violent showdown that they know is coming, these seven mercenaries find
themselves fighting for more than money.

Kubo and the Two Strings
Directed by Travis Night Voice Talents of Art Parkinson Voice Talents of Matthew McConaughey Voice Talents of
Charlize Theron Voice Talents of Ralph Fiennes
Released in 2016 by Universal Home Video
DVD-Video, English, 101 minutes.
ISBN: 0025192285394 UPC: 025192285394

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Kubo and the Two Strings is an epic action-adventure set in a fantastical Japan from acclaimed animation studio LAIKA. Clever, kindhearted
Kubo (voiced by Art Parkinson of Game of Thrones) ekes out a humble living, telling stories to the people of his seaside town including Hosato
(George Takei), Hashi (Cary-Hiroyuki Tagawa) and Kamekichi (Academy Award nominee Brenda Vaccaro). But his relatively quiet existence is
shattered when he accidentally summons a spirit from his past which storms down from the heavens to enforce an age-old vendetta. Now on the
run, Kubo joins forces with Monkey (Academy Award winner Charlize Theron) and Beetle (Academy Award winner Matthew McConaughey),
and sets out on a thrilling quest to save his family and solve the mystery of his fallen father, the greatest samurai warrior the world has ever
known. With the help of his shamisen - a magical musical instrument - Kubo must battle gods and monsters, including the vengeful Moon King
(Academy Award nominee Ralph Fiennes) and the evil twin Sisters (Academy Award nominee Rooney Mara) to unlock the secret of his legacy,
reunite his family and fulfill his heroic destiny.

And Then There Were None
Directed by Basi Akpabio Directed by Rebecca Keane Starring Aidan Turner and Maeve Dermody and Charles
Dance
Released in 2016 by Rlj Ent/Sphe
DVD-Video, English, 177 minutes.
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ISBN: 0054961246397 UPC: 054961246397

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Doctor Blake Mysteries: Season One
Starring Craig McLachlan and Nadine Garner and Cate Wolfe and Joel Tobeck and Charlie Cousins
Released in 2016 by Warner Home Video
DVD-Video, English, 570 minutes.
ISBN: 0883929407361 UPC: 883929407361

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Women on the 6th Floor
Directed by Philippe Le Guay Starring Fabrice Luchini and Sandrine Kiberlain and Natalia Verbeke and Carmen
Maura
Released in 2012 by Strand Releasing Home Video
DVD-Video, French, 104 minutes.
ISBN: 0712267310029 UPC: 712267310029

Find this DVD in our catalog.
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War Dogs
Directed by Todd Phillips Starring Miles Teller and Jonah Hill and Ana De Armas and Barry Livingston
Released in 2016 by Warner Home Video
DVD-Video, English, 120 minutes.
ISBN: 0883929485734 UPC: 883929485734

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Based on a true story, "War Dogs" follows two friends in their early 20s (Hill and Teller) living in Miami Beach during the Iraq War who exploit
a little-known government initiative that allows small businesses to bid on U.S. Military contracts. Starting small, they begin raking in big money
and are living the high life. But the pair gets in over their heads when they land a 300 million dollar deal to arm the Afghan Military--a deal that
puts them in business with some very shady people, not the least of which turns out to be the U.S. Government.

Central Intelligence
Directed by Rawson Marshall Thurber Starring Dwayne Johnson and Kevin Hart and Amy Ryan and Aaron Paul
Released in 2016 by Warner Home Video
DVD-Video, English, .
ISBN: 0883929487646 UPC: 883929487646

Find this DVD in our catalog.

The story follows a one-time bullied geek who grew up to be a lethal CIA agent (Johnson), coming home for his high school reunion. Claiming to
be on a top-secret case, he enlists the help of the former "big man on campus" (Hart), now an accountant who misses his glory days. But before
the staid numbers-cruncher realizes what he's getting into, it's too late to get out, as his increasingly unpredictable new friend drags him through
a world of shoot-outs, double-crosses and espionage that could get them both killed in more ways than he can count.

Storks
Directed by Nicholas Stoller Directed by Doug Sweetland Voice Talents of Andy Samberg Voice Talents of Kelsey
Grammar
Released in 2016 by Warner Home Video
DVD-Video, English, 87 minutes.
ISBN: 0883929530373 UPC: 883929530373
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Find this DVD in our catalog.

Storks deliver babies... or at least they used to. Now they deliver packages for global internet giant Cornerstore.com. Junior, the company's top
delivery stork, is about to be promoted when he accidentally activates the Baby Making Machine, producing an adorable and wholly
unauthorized baby girl. Desperate to deliver this bundle of trouble before the boss gets wise, Junior and his friend Tulip, the only human on
Stork Mountain, race to make their first-ever baby drop - in a wild and revealing journey that could make more than one family whole and
restore the storks' true mission in the world.

Sign up for KPL newsletters.
Email us if you'd like the Library to purchase a title.
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